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T
HE SOUND ENGINEER i� waging 
a never-ending fight against 

extraneous noi:jt!s. One of the 
UTelltest source!! of noise in an am
plifier is the complex field created 
by power transformers and filter 
reactors. Perhaps the most effec
tive method of eliminating this is 
the reduction of fields at their 
source. 

Thel'e are several ways of reduc
ing, and in some instances even 
eliminating stray fields. For a 
transformer of conventional shell
type design with a given load rat� 
ing, the shape and magnitude of the 
stray field depends on several fac
tors, among which are the �ize of 
the transformer, the flux density at: 
whicp ,the transformer core is op
erated, the geometry of the core 

structure, and the magnetic shield-
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ing surrounding the �trllctllre. 
Since the �tray field.incrca:1�!j with 
the l4ize of the transform!;!r and 
with increased Uux density, there is 
nn optimum size, nther things be

ing equal, which will result in the 
lowest: stray field. 
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In any shell-type design utilizing 
a single coil, the 10weIJt stray field 
may still be large enough to modu
late the program in adjacent audio 
transformers and tubes. Its -in
ftuence can extend to audio tran:�
formers as much as three to four 
feet away, which means practically 
that even though the power equip
ment: is located away from the au
dio componenta of its own channel, 
it may affect other channels in ad
jacent racks. It has been found de-
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sirable. therefore. to produce trans· 

formers designed' for operation in 
crowded racks. These transform
ers are built on a .core-type mag
netic circuit having two co ils a�

tatically balanced, occupy less Spare 
than the conventional design, and 

operate at high efficiencies ;  that i�. 

with low temperature rille. 
Figure 1 is a sketch of the con: 

structure around which this type 
of trandormer is built. It can be 

shown that for the most efficient de· 

fligns the following approximatiuns 
hold: 

1, The core loss in watts is equal 

to the copper loss in watts. 
2. The mean length of the mag

netic circuit is equal to the mean 

length of the copper circuit 
3. Tb"e cross-sectional area of the 

core is equal to the cross-sectional 

area of the window. 
The geometry of the structure i� 

!\uch that .the co ils lire long ",)1('

noith with their magnetic ;I.WS 
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